
CHARACTERISTICS OF A BEST PRACTICE FRAMEWORK  
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORS TO SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH 

 
The characteristics of an Environment Protection Agency (EPA) that successfully supports sustainable 
economic growth are summarised in the following best practice EPA framework.  Descriptions of the 
characteristics follow. 
   

 
 
 

Characteristics of an EPA that successfully supports sustainable economic growth 
 

1. Vision 
Has a clear vision of how it will support sustainable economic growth – The EPA has strong leadership 
focused around understanding and delivering an ambitious vision within its overall remit that supports 
economic and social success through environmental protection and improvement.  It leads by example, 
showcasing stories of success and the benefits that businesses and communities derive. 
 
2. Government Relationships 
Manages Government Relations effectively - The EPA manages its relationships with government effectively 
and works collaboratively both with government and with other regulators - locally, regionally, nationally and 
internationally – to protect the environment and support sustainable economic growth.  It understands how 
the environment can contribute across the spectrum of government policy, using this insight to inform how 
government can support all stakeholders involved in promoting the sustainability of economic growth. 
 
3. Criminal to Champion 
The EPA has a clear, unambiguous environmental risk management framework which enables development 
and execution of appropriate and proportionate responses to existing and emerging environmental threats 
and opportunities. 
 
 



4. Regulation for Compliance (Stewardship) 
Strongly tackles non-compliance - The EPA powerfully tackles non-compliance and the underlying reasons for 
non-compliance in order to ensure a level playing field for responsible operators.  It supports businesses to 
come into full compliance quickly and cost effectively.  It effectively detects and tackles criminal activity.  
Permitting, monitoring and compliance services are streamlined and easy for customers to use. 
 
5. Regulation for Innovation (Growth) 
Supports innovation - The EPA uses its core regulatory functions constructively to help people to implement 
successful innovation that creates environmental, social and economic success. It uses verification and 
certification programmes to help businesses to achieve compliance and allows transferability of technologies 
successfully deployed in other jurisdictions.  It uses tools like time limited permits to allow businesses to prove 
and test new technologies. It works across sectors to support innovation and supports government green 
growth initiatives. 
 
6. Partnerships 
Uses partnerships to deliver sustainable economic growth - The EPA strives to do much of its work through 
partnership with businesses and other organisations, working in an inter-connected way towards shared 
sustainable growth outcomes.  It works closely with the businesses it regulates, having an understanding of 
their commercial context and having access to and engagement with top management.  Business leaders will 
likewise understand the value to their businesses of a clean and healthy environment. 
 
7. Recognition, Communication, Influence 
Recognises and celebrates success - The EPA runs schemes that recognise and reward success of businesses, 
of EPA staff and of other stakeholders, providing a platform for showcasing great examples of achieving 
compliance, going beyond compliance, and achieving sustainable economic growth. It supports accreditation 
schemes where appropriate. 
 
8. Skills and Tools 
Ensures that its staff have the right skills, tools - The EPA staff understand the technical and commercial 
context in which regulated businesses operate and have the right skills and tools at their disposal to engage in 
ways that deliver sustainable economic growth.  Its staff have clarity in the vision and confidence to use their 
skills to deliver great outcomes. Enable the development and supply of relevant key skills across the economy. 
 
9. Information, Evidence, Analysis 
Provides clear information and evidence that influences peoples decisions - The EPA provides information 
and evidence in clear and understandable  forms  that help businesses to comply quickly and cost effectively 
and that enable people to make decisions that help to deliver sustainable economic growth.  It showcases 
case study examples that inspire others. 
 
10. Sector Approach 
Uses account or sector management to support sustainable economic growth - The EPA looks beyond 
individual sites and works across whole businesses and sectors in order to systematically tackle non-
compliance issues and identify the most promising opportunities to deliver economic, social and 
environmental success.  It partners with trade associations to help develop industry-wide standards and 
engages with other influences over regulated businesses, including investors and value chain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


